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Place is the enduring theme of  Mike Hewson’s work, whether it is the monumental terrain of  Central 
Otago, the ruins of  Christchurch, the interior of  his studio, or the architecture of  Firstdraft, he continues 
to demonstrate a sensitivity to environment. In his early work, documentation of  place was a private, 
introspective affair. Working with the traditional medium of  oil on canvas, and combining gestural 
familiarity with meditative restraint, Hewson personified the South Island of  New Zealand as a venerable 
patriarch. The 2011 Christchurch earthquakes shattered this image of  majestic stability, and it was around 
this time that Hewson traded in the permanence of  painting for the ephemerality of  photographic print 
on condemned buildings. It was also at this time that he turned his projects outwards into the social 
sphere. I suspect this shift occurred as a result of  the irreconcilable nature of  romantic landscape painting 
with the reality of  the disaster’s human cost. Landscape painting was simply an insufficient expression 
of  shared tragedy. Acting as a mediator in the dramatically altered topography of  Christchurch, Hewson 
intervened with his large-scale photographic installations, reorienting the reception of  his work from 
aesthetic contemplation (meaning-as-intention) to embodied experience (meaning-as-context). 

With geometry Hewson exercises the control over space that was previously denied him by natural disaster. 
During the Renaissance an artist was measured according to his mastery of  geometry in linear perspective, 
and Hewson continues this tradition with anamorphosis, the epitome of  representational artifice. In 
Polymorphia a life-sized photographic template of  the gallery is distorted and reinstalled within the space. 
Reconstitution of  the image (and the space) is contingent on the mobile spectator finding the correct 
viewing position. The intrigue of  anamorphosis is that it requires the mastery of  scientific perspective at 
the same time that it relies on the fallibility of  human perception. In ‘Notes on Sculpture,’ the Minimalist 
Robert Morris contrasts the gestalt of  an object to the embodied experience of  it, which is inevitably 
partial and plagued with limitations. Only the gestalt is immediate, he claims, “for it is the viewer who 
changes the shape constantly by his change in position relative to the work.”i  The problem with Hewson’s 
anamorphic installation is that even the gestalt is an illusion. When the image is distorted we are conscious 
of  its presence as an object, but in the correct viewing position it disappears into a play of  regressions, 
dematerialising into a perfect Albertian transparent window of  a window of  a window.ii  We are presented 
with a series of  tensions in Polymorphia: truth and illusion, the multiplicity of  experience and a single 
viewpoint, and scientific certainty and human imperfection. These tensions hint at the type of  restoration 
Hewson hopes to achieve in the fragmented urban spaces that are more often labyrinthine than geometric; 
in the simple act of  wandering, unity of  form is in the eye of  the beholder.

There remains the question of  why Hewson’s installation is site-specific. Certainly he could have used 
a Sydney exhibition to disseminate the Christchurch projects to an international audience. However, 
Polymorphia is a Firstdraft show about Firstdraft; it is not space mirrored, but détourned. The Letterists (and 
subsequently the Situationists) defined détournement as a critical device that diverts familiar forms through 
the “reversal of  established relationships between concepts.”iii  In other words, détournements misappropriate 
images and text in a type of  parodic inversion of  the original message. The mass media, for example, was 
a rich source of  capitalist propaganda for the Situationists to deconstruct with this method of  meta or sur-
propaganda. Hewson thus détourns the art gallery by distorting its white-cube appearance (with anamorphosis 
and installation), and diverting its original function (the efficient display and consumption of  art). While the 
détournement of  Polymorphia is far from the political subversion of  the Situationists, it nonetheless critiques 
the passivity of  our relationship to civic spaces. The institutional space of  the art gallery is almost clinical 
in its separation from the vagaries of  everyday life. Nowhere can we find an emptier or more transparent 
space, and yet there are few sites more ideologically overdetermined. By destabilising this quasi-sacred 
space, and altering our mode of  encounter within it, Hewson reveals the complexity of  its framing.

The success of  a détournement hinges on its ability to surprise, provoke and captivate. In contrast to the 
opiate effect of  a spectacle, Hewson’s Polymorphia is a playful encounter that activates the spectator 
intellectually and creatively. In ‘A Users Guide to Détournement,’ Guy Debord suggests that Hewson’s 
unique mode of  intervention may be the most compelling yet in its ability to defamiliarise the everyday 
and stimulate a new awareness of  the spatial order of  our environment: “If  détournement were extended to 
urbanistic realizations, not many people would remain unaffected... Life can never be too disorienting…”iv 
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